Schörghuber
solid wood
door sets
In modern building styles, glass and translucency are
enduring themes. Large glazing gives buildings a modern
look on the outside and the inside. Whether in schools,
kindergartens, hospitals or administrative buildings,
doors are used to introduce daylight to dark hallways and
staircases and create openings among various rooms.
Schörghuber solid wood door sets fulfil the required
functions and the demand for simple architecture with
maximum transparency.
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Solid wood door sets for all purposes
Solid wood framed doors
Schörghuber solid wood framed doors are used in areas in which a high degree of transparency
is required. Consisting of solid wood profiles and glass, the door sets provide fire and smoke
protection as well as acoustic insulation while creating an open ambiance and best daylight
penetration to the interior of the building. The single and double-leaf doors are mostly used
as hallway doors and in staircases of public and private residential buildings. Very narrow frieze
widths and variations entirely without glazing beads underscore a sophisticated look.

Fixed glazings
As room dividers, strips of transom lights, corner structures or glazed partition walls, fixed glazing
on its own or in combination with doors is essential for transparent and open interior designs.
Slim profile shapes and the high quality processing of solid wood offer individual design possibilities.
One design variation is system glazing type 25V-S in which the glass panes are glued together by
silicone. Failproof glazing is available from the Schörghuber programme with public test certificate
of the building authority. Solid wood door sets are available in many veneer surfaces and coatings.

Windows for external use
Fire protection windows with F30 or F90 in external walls help prevent the spread of fire across
building sections for special situations on site. They consist of solid wood profiles and special
glazing with the necessary equipment that helps them withstand climatic effect and direct
weathering. They are available as fixed glazing or hinged segments. Schörghuber fire protection
windows combine functionality with transparency and match any interior design.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Pine construction timber
An inexpensive version is the variant with pine
construction timber. Solid wood framed doors and
solid wooden frames are available with textured paint
in 188 RAL colours and can be optionally prepared
for on-site finishing treatment.

Design features

Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection

The real timber character gives these door sets the typical look and capacity
for high durability. The solid wood profiles consist of laminated construction
wood in hardwood quality with an A-section in the rebate area. The viewed
areas are covered in thick veneer. This type of manufacturing is a key quality
characteristic of the Schörghuber solid wood door sets.

The Schörghuber Wood & Veneer stained pattern collection is based on
American white oak veneer. Thirteen elegant and harmonious colour hues in
natural matt or silk matt are available. A simple veneer is used for the solid
wood door sets, it is available as horizontal and vertical veneer. The stain
is very light-fast and scratch resistant.

Hallway door Seamless without glazing beads
Doors with large glazing sections link rooms and allow light to penetrate dark hallways. The doubleleaf solid wood framed door type 27 Seamless 73 with 73 mm door thickness is a variation without
glazing beads. Large dimensions of 2966 mm width and 2983 mm height or 3983 mm with a top
part are available. The frieze width is only 70 mm. The version with a wooden block frame creates
a straight-angled and modern design. The solid wood framed door can be equipped with fire and
smoke protection as well as acoustic insulation and is therefore predestined for use in hallways
and staircases.
Failproof glazing
Schörghuber failproof glazing according to TRAV
and DIN 18008 have a public test certificate
of the building authority. Special solutions can
be implemented in special cases by approval.
Large dimensions
The solid wood framed doors type 25 any type 27
are available with fire protection up to a nominal
size height of 3825 mm. For versions with transom
lights or transom panels even up to a nominal size
height of 4525 mm.

Slimline frame doors

Solid wood framed doors without glazing beads

Fire protection external windows

Schörghuber Slimline frame doors type 25-SL and 27-SL score with very
narrow frieze widths of only 30 mm. When closed, the door frieze disappears
into the frame rebate, becoming practically invisible from the opposite
hinge side. Depending on the requirements, the bottom door frieze can
be eliminated. Maximum transparency is accomplished with the system
glazing 25V-S “Free in the glazing section.” The special glass panes are only
connected by a silicone joint. An elegant fastening option is connecting the
door set to the glass on the wall via a U profile.

The solid wood framed doors type 25 Seamless 50, type 25 Seamless 73
and type 27 Seamless 73 are designed without glazing beads. This results in
a nearly invisible and harmonious transition between the glass and the frame.
Solid wood framed doors without glazing beads are distinguished by the fact
that they are also available with fire and smoke protection as well as acoustic
insulation. Another advantage is the very narrow frieze width of only 70 mm.
They are available as single and double-leaf variations with 50 mm and 73 mm
door thickness.

Fire-retarding windows for external walls are necessary in densely developed commercial zones
to prevent the spread of fire to neighbouring buildings. Due to its many design possibilities, the
Schörghuber F30 wooden window type 25V-DA can be matched to the architecture of any building.
This makes the window suitable for new modern buildings or renovations of older buildings as well as
for listed buildings. In addition to fire protection, the window is also available with smoke protection
and acoustic insulation as well as break-in resistance. If F90 is an on-site requirement, the window
is also available as a type 90V-DA.

Frame variants
Solid wood framed doors can be combined
with all frames of the Schörghuber programme.
This includes solid wooden frames, wooden wraparound, wooden block or folded wooden frames
as well as steel frames or the “Zeroline” concealed
aluminium frame.
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Solid wood door sets in action
02
01

Westfalen-Lippe association of apothecaries, Münster
Fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation solid wood framed
door type 27, Rw,P = 32 dB, solid wooden frame, fixed glazing
25V, veneer American white oak stained according to sample.

02

Mülimatt sports training centre in Windisch
Fire/smoke protection/acoustic insulation solid wood framed
door type 25, Rw,P = 37 dB, solid wooden frame, fixed glazing
25V, premium colour coating NCS colour.

03

Hofbräuhaus, Munich
Fire/smoke protection solid wood framed door type 27 with Norman arch
and decorative rails, solid wooden frame with attached reveal cladding,
stained American white oak, panic lock.
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